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Mischief? Laughter? That’s what Fairies bring to the kingdom: a merry chaos that can 
topple giants. They are a gift that keeps on giving… even if you may have to offer your 
Crystals, Items and Monster trophies to other players! 

On their side, Gladiators give the Enchanters the tools for (friendly) slaughter. Duel 
your opponents to give them Wounds, or strategically turtle up to fend off their attacks!

Angels (Sun Tower)

Pious clerics, iron-clad paladins, and luminous angels. Good deeds are the thing. 
Heal other players and benefit.

The Angels Deck is all about healing other players to benefit. The Wounds other 
players have are a currency you can spend to advance your efforts.

“Target player heals 1 ”: When this phrase is used as a cost on a card ability it 
means that you pick a player who has Wounds , this player heals 1 Wound and 
you get the benefit. If no other player has any Wounds you cannot use the ability 
because the cost cannot be paid.

Angel: The healing is applied after the combat is resolved and so the active player 
can get wounded and become the “player with most Wounds ”.

White Dragon: After getting the White Dragon, your Wounds  can no longer be 
healed, even by other players. They can still be transferred with abilities that state 
“transfer X of your Wounds to other players”.

Demons (Hell’s Gate)

Nobody wants those pesky little demons and their foul magic. That’s why they make 
the best presents for your enemies.

Monster  Cards in the Demon Deck give negative points, but thankfully you can 
send them your opponent’s way. Unless you have some way to benefit from them.

Universal Keywords

Negative Stats :

A Broken Sword  Icon means negative Attack Points , and a Broken Shield 
 Icon means negative Defense Points . Players’ Attack  and Defense Points 
 can never go below zero.


